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Painstakingly assembled and rigorously organized by that master of clutter, Matt Groening, 
this is not another mini-jumbo, hard-to-read, abbreviated compendium in that seemingly 
endless series of discourses on hell but a gargantuan historical extravaganza of ten years' 
worth of the everpopular "Life in Hell "RM" " cartoon strip, which still mysteriously appears 
weekly in several hundred newspapers tricoastally. Read the whole story of "Life in Hell 
"RM" ," from early prehistory to late last night.
Matt Groening is probably best-known as the creator of the television show The Simpsons, 
but many of his fans prefer his older and even more cynical Life in Hell comics. The Big 
Book of Hell is an impressive collection of a decade's worth of his best work.Matt Groening 
is the genius behind The Simpsons and Futurama. Which says it all really.
Other Books
The Bible's Answers to 100 of Life's Biggest Questions, Every believer has questions about 
God, the Bible, Jesus, and the purpose and meaning of life. The vexing problem is that so 
few believers are able to answer even the most basic ones. Without answers, doubt creeps 
in and the future of the church is in jeopardy. With insight and precision, Geisler and 
Jimenez address one hundred penetrating questions that the culture asks and Christians 
must be prepared to answer, including both controversial questions raging in the public 
sphere and personal questions about family issues, the purpose and meaning of life, and 
the future of the world. Christians from every walk of life, especially young believers, youth 
workers, and parents, will treasure this comprehensive resource. Foreword by Josh and 
Sean McDowell.
�����. The existence of  hell  isrooted in the natureof God. Hisholiness and justicerequire 
the ... If God islove and humans are free, then there mustbe a  hell . ... “ Hell ,” in  The Big 
Book  of Christian Apologetics, by Norman L. Geisler NormanL."
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